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Well, now that there's not a lot of bands in
our little city, there really isn't that much going
on. I guess I'll try to scrape up somethin' to talk
about.
First off, those crazy kids the Dick and
Janes have had a lot of different shit going on.
They've changed their name to The Kickmees,
which I think is a lot better than their last name.
Also, they've been in negotiations with a label,
but things have been put on hold. Seems
they've unfortunately lost one of their members.
Mish has left the band, leaving them with a huge
hole to fill. So .. .if you can sing and are female,
give us an e-mail and I'll forward it. They're
also looking for a good, tight, pop drummer.
Course, with this town, that's damn near impossible.
NY Jimmy and the Jive Five are embarking on one hell of a tour. They'll be cruising all
over the states, for seven weeks, in support of
their latest album. Damn that sounds like fun.
Well, as we had mentioned a couple
months ago, Beau Fredericks left Bellingham,
also
leaving
behind
the
mighty
Counterclockwise. The remaining members
have picked up the pieces and formed Kyle Rick
and the Nines. Mike-E-Funster and Greg have
joined up with Jeremy Hughes for a little bit of
rockin'. They're first show is on Oct. 8th, so go
check it out.
This year, the huge CMJ conference had a
couple of Bellingham bands in its line-up. Both
Sharpie and Eureka Farm played in New York.
I couldn't make it (Nothing sounds worse to me
than an industry conference), but I hear both the
bands really kicked ass. Apparently, after the
Sharpie show, a guy came up to them and said
they were so loud he actually shit his pants.
o.... K. ...
I don't know if Robert Blake left town or
not. He's still on the answering machine at the
Humdinger, so maybe he didn't. That'd be cool.
There's a local program up at KUGS
again. The new slot is on Sunday's at 9-11. The
DJ is Matt Fuller, who also has a hand at booking at the Humdinger Haus. If you're in a band,
get your shit up to KUGS 'cause he'll play it.
Speaking of the Humdinger, they and the
Show Off are starting to get some kick ass
shows going, including The Murder City Devils
playing at the Show Off on November 7th.
MCD's are bringing up this band from Seattle
called The Catheters who are fucking amazing.
Go check it out.
Beekeeper has changed its name to the
James Burns Love Experience. Nah, I'm just
kidding, actually it is Brown Bottle Fever. The
band hopes to be playing some all ages shows
sometime in the next month or so. Not sure
who's in the band yet, but it might include exmembers of Stalin's Order, which'd be bad ass.
Stalin's Order is dead. Kinda sucks cause
they were one of the few underage bands that
had actually stuck around for a couple of years.
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Most underage bands play a couple of shows
then break up, which makes it pretty damn hard
to get a following.
Oh yeah, I hope you've all heard about the
celebrity softball game. On Saturday October
9th there's gonna be a softball game at Battersby
Field (corner of F St. and Ellsworth).
Gametime's at lpm, warm-up starts at 12. It
should last a few hours. They're asking folks to
bring their own seating (lawnchair, blankets,
etc.) From what I hear, it's happenin' rain or
shine, though rain would really suck. The cost
is $3 and KUGS will be broadcasting the game.
It's a benefit for the AS club Burn Down the
World, which has brought up such acts as Dub
Narcotic Sound System and Mary Lou I,ord.
The bands who will be playing include:Harvey
Danger, Death Cab for Cutie, Juno, Peter Parker,
Eureka Farm, Pau!, Rev. Hydra, Kilmer,
Serverna Park, and Jill Brazil. Be there or be
square.
In the "used to be from Bellingham" file,
there's lots of different news. The biggest being
that Death Cab has parted ways with their drummer. I don't remember his name, but I think he
was only in the band four months or so. Nathan,
their old drummer, will be filling in for a couple
shows, but he is not the replacement. No word
yet on who they're gonna get. Five Gears and
The Revolutionary Hydra will be playing a
show with Harvey Danger and Rat Cat Hogan
on November 12th at the 3B Tavern. The two
bands will be debuting their cds, so it should be
a pretty great fuckin' show.
The 3B has some good shows comin' up,
especially over the Halloween weekend. Dead
Moon's gonna be playing on October 29th and
Man or Astroman will be rockin' Bellingham's
world on Oct 31st. Be afraid--be very, very
afraid.
John Tosch, the kingpin up at campus who
does AS Pop Music, has started up a new label
called Pool or Pond. The first official release is
by the Megabrats, a relatively new but rockin'
band in town. He's also put together a comp of
different Bellingham bands that he's using for
promotional purposes. Look for a lot of releases from this guy.
Finally, on a sadder note, Green Acres
restaurant has closed down. They just couldn't
make it with the small capacity of the place. So,
instead, they've moved all the kitchen equipment over to Father John 's Pub (same owners)
and they'll be having food there. It's not gonna
be the same veggie/health oriented stuff, but
good shit for when you've had a couple of beers.
Father John's has really started to get a lot
of business. The shows have rocked and it
always seems to have a bunch of people in there
during the day. Cool.
Well, that's about it from here. If you've
got gossip for me, my e-mail is
whatsup@nas.com. I might have a different one
later, cause of the website and all, but it's not
really rockin' yet.
-Brent Cole
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First off, before I really get into the
review of this show, I should tell y' all that
I've been in Bellingham a relatively long
time (7 years) and I remember when the
Up and Up had really good shows.
Northwest bands like Flop and the
Dharma Bums played some amazing
shows at the ol' Up and Up. As a little
bastard just turning 21, I spent many
nights watching northwest or local acts
play their hearts out in that club. Some of
my fondest memories are from being in
that bar.
Then they stopped doing shows and I
stopped going there.
Then they started again but it was all
music I couldn' t stand.

Finally, after several months of
doing live shows, the Up and Up put on a
show I really wanted to see. Phantasm,
Bellingham's answer to Spinal Tap, were
playing a rare show. The evening had so
much promise I couldn ' t stand it. I was
gonna be back in my old hangout
watching one of the funniest bands
around.
So, obviously, I had damn high
expectations of the night. Unfortunately,
things just didn't turn out the way I had
hoped; though through no fault of
Phantasm's.
Let's start off with the positive.
Phantasm are fucking amazing. They are
the most hilarious band I've ever seen,
playing metal like everyone grew up to.

There's hints of Dio, Maiden, a little Ratt,
some Ozzy, and a crap load of Quiet Riot.
But, unlike those jokers, Phantasm are the
real deal. Amazing showmanship (they
all wore costumes that masked their
faces) , excellent musicianship, and lyrics
that'll make even the most somber indie
rocker laugh. The best are from "Daddy
Slor" (off of their new tape): "I'm fully
loaded/with heavy metal DNA/superior
roc kin' /that's all I got to say." In a time
when musician after musician takes
themselves so seriously (especially those
who claim they don't), Phantasm are a
breath of fresh air. Think of them as the
musical version of South Park; it takes a
really high level of intelligence to be that
retarded. Unfortunately, the band is now
scattered throughout the 1-5 corridor, with
Brian living in Tacoma, Jay living in
Seattle, and Kirk living up here in
Bellingham, so shows are gonna be
harder and harder to pull off. But when
they do, it'll be an experience.
OK, now the negative. Poor old Up

and Up, what happened to ya? The vibe
of the place was completely gone. It
could be the lack of attendance (shame on
you), but it also had to do with the lights
being WAY too bright for rock and roll ,
and the sound was simply awful. The
acoustics were bad and the mix was bad.
I really hope I just caught stuff on an off
night but I can ' t say I think I did. It'd
probably help if they at least put the stage
back in the corner where it used to be. It's
nice and dark back there. Perfect for rock
and roll, or in this case, metal.
Overall, here's the scorecard:
Phantasm good, Up and Up bad.
-Brent Cole

The details of this all-ages day-long
mini rock fest eluded me from the
beginning. I caught a ride out to the host
house with the opening band Free Smut,
who were geared up for their very first
public show. Upon arriving the gracious
hosts chatted with us about the plan for
the show, which seemed kind of sketchy
at very best. They were worried about
how many bands were going to show upit seems Sharpie and Eureka Farm both
had to cancel, but luckily for everyone
who attended there were more than
enough bands to fill the bill.
Free Smut broke out the whiskey at
about half past noon when we arrived at
the site in preparation for their opening
slot. After a beer run and some last
minute repairs on the half pipe, the band
set up and got right down to it. It was
pretty hot early in the afternoon, and Free
Smut were happily drunk and played
quite a good show for being virgins to the
live thing. They played a punked out
version of Prince's "When Doves Cry,"
and closed out with a bouncy version of
the Free Smut Anthem. All in all I don't
think their first show could have gone
much better. A good showing indeed.
Next up was Freddy Armpit and the
Vomits. When I heard the name, I
expected a Sex Pistols type of punk band.
I was sorely disappointed when a hippie
in a floppy hat started singing vocals and
playing guitar. Half way through their set
it began to rain and rather than taking the
risk of being electrocuted (which I think
would have improved the set) the half
pipe was tarped over and the band took
their time finishing up their dismal set,
making way for the next band.
The Reeks and the Wrecks rolled
through a cool set of instrumental
trombone tingled rock that I really liked,
but I honestly am having trouble
describing their sound. The next set was
performed inside the half pipe by a band
formerly known as The Metal Band (I
didn't catch their current name) . They
played a straight up set of blaring metal
which finally seemed to put a spark in the
ass of the audience.
As the sun began to set and my beer
soaked, pot laden head began to drip, I
was treated to my final set of the day by
the Narrows. I had heard about these guys
for a few weeks and was excited to see
their set. They have a heavy sound and
they delivered the goods that night. I left
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with their heavy as hell songs
reverberating in my head the whole trip
home. Here's to hoping this festival
repeats itself next year.
K. Scott

CD release parties are almost always
fun. There's an electricity in the air. It's
the "band's night," a time when the crowd
and the band are teaming with excitement.
Since I was one of probably five
people in Bellingham who'd never caught
NY Jimmy and the Jive Five, I was pretty
excited to see them. I'm not a big swing
fan, but good music is good music,
anyway you look at it.
The band that was given the difficult
task of opening up for NY Jimmy on their
CD release party was a band from Seattle
called the Souvenirs. Wow, what a damn
cool band. Full-on rockabilly, but done
with a level of professionalism that I
hadn't ever seen . The full band were
dressed in really swanky suits and all

do. Course, they're not typical swing,
looked really cool. You could tell they
which makes them that much better.
weren't gonna be pulling any amateurish
But, as the set continued, I got more
shit. And, of course, they came through,
and more tired. I was out of money so I
playing a blistering set of rockabilly that
couldn ' t keep drinkin ' and finally after
got the crowd warmed up for NY Jimmy.
several songs I had to split. The pillow
If they had a fault, it's that they played
was calling.
too damn long. 45 minutes doesn't equal
From what I'd heard, the set was
65, especially at another bands CD
more of the same. High energy, fun,
release.
swing/rockabilly from the hometown
So, by the time NY Jimmy came on,
favorites.
it was past midnight and I was getting
very tired.
The crowd had still hung
-Brent Cole
around, but you could tell everyone was
eager
for
Bellingham ' s
finest to start the
rockin' . Finally,
they did , and
It
wow, what an
incredible band .
From the first
note, NY Jimmy
Discount recording packages for bands
and the Jive Five
& musicians.
Includes free COs
were on fire.
They
were
Lots of tube mics, pre's,
playing
with
digital and vintage gear
more energy and
emotion
than
most swing bands
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Nowadays, when a label releases a
single, it usually is for a small band that's
coming up in the ranks. It's a kind of a way
to test the waters on the band, or a cheap way
to get something out on a band you like.
Estrus is one of the few labels around
that still releases singles on vinyl. It's always
a good starting point and an excellent way for
new band to get their "musical feet wet." 99
times out of a hundred a band does the single
because they don't have much of a following
and they want to start getting something out
to the people, without necessarily having the
material for a full record. Overall, it's a good
start for small bands.
So when Estrus released the .new record
by Thee Michelle Gun Elephant, one would
assume that this is a small band that rocks but
is just starting out.
Things couldn't be farther from the
truth.
Though Thee Michelle Gun Elephant
isn ' t a house hold name in the states (yet),
back in their homeland of Japan they are

huge. They are the equivalent to the
Backstreet Boys, selling 750,000 copies of
their last record and playing to crowds of
over 50,000 people. These boys are seasoned
veterans.
And of course, that comes through in
their first stateside release. The single
contains an amazing A-side called "West
Cabaret Drive," a song that pays homage to
the dark garage sound that's made Estrus
famous, but doesn't have the f~~ntic energy "of
most of the bands. Thee Michelle Gun
Elephant's song actually clocks in at over
five minutes, which is an eternity for a garage
band.
The sound, though, isn't only
"garagey'' but has hints of The Damned and
Agent Orange. There's an intensity that
peJmeates from the record, one that can only
come from having played live to so many
people.
Side B continues on with the dark
garage sound, though the material isn't quite
as strong. Not to say it's bad, but when the
side A is one of the coolest songs I've ever
heard on Estrus, side B is bound to be a letdown.
Not only is the music amazing, but the
cover art is damn cool, with black and silver
being the only colors. Damn those guys look
cool, too.
-Brent Cole
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The Megabrats do punk rock right. A four
piece line up sporting two guitar players and I
know I heard at least two of them taking on the
vocaJ responsibilities, and they all plan an
instrument so there can't be any annoying
singer being a dumb ass and posing when there
are no lyrics (such as some other Bellingham
acts I particularly think suck). The vocals are
abrasive and wonderfully raw. I imagine these
guys are chainsmokers that gargle with Comet
bathroom cleaner. To add to those classic
styled punk vocals are the two guitars and bass
playing surprisingly tight together and some
incredibly precise drumming for this genre of
rock.
And if great vocals and awesome
execution of each of their parts wasn 't enough
to already set these guys apart from other punk
bands, all of their songs are really well written.
Punk enough that there's no doubt as to their
earning that label, yet poppy enough to play
two times through in a row-which I've done
more than once already, and I've only had it for
a few days. It just doesn' t make sense that I
haven't heard of this band before. And if you
haven't, you have now. I consider them, no
question what so ever, to be this town 's best
kept secret. And as long as we're mentioning
things you haven't heard of, I should not that

this CD is the first release by freshman label
Pool or Pond, which is the newest label I know
of in Bellingham.
If you like punk in general and you're not
interested in this recording yet, then you're
probably a drooling retard with your face
buried in a paper sack full of model glue. If
not, you'll be wanting to know where to pick it
up at, and lucky for you it will soon be available at Cellophane if it isn't already. And if
you want to save a little dough, just send $5
cash to Pool or Pond. The address is 1413
High St, Bellingham, WA 98225. You have my
infallible word that you' ll love the goddamn
fuck out of it. I think I've made myself clear.
You have no excuse now.
-K. Scott

This CD started off with a bang. The
first two songs, "My Sl:tiny Toys" and "The
Civilized Man" sound like the soundtrack to a
really aggressive video game starring me.
Know what I'm getting at? It's that poppy,
metallic sound that is only angry because (in
"The Civilized Man") the vocals sound like the
bowels of Rob Zombie. It made me want to
hop on my bike and go riding on Chuckanut in
the middle of the night with no headlights.
Halfway through the CD, I found myself
thinking, "Haven't I heard this before?" The
music all kind of blended together; the
rapid-fire machine gun backbone was present
in many songs in a very similar way. It sounded like early Nitzer Ebb or Ministry, which is
great and all, but not when it sounds like the
same thing over and over for much of the
album. I think it was mainly the drums. Or
maybe the droning.
AnthroPile is a one-man project, which is
notable because the sound is polished and well
engineered. Bryan Tewell Hughes composed,
recorded and produced the album as well as
providing the artwork for the cover. Quite a
feat. I think that's why I made myself listen to
it 5 times in 2 days. AnthroPile music is
aggressive techno/industrial with loads of
sampling. Not exactly my forte, but it kept me
interested. Hughes uses this medium as a way
to get his socio-political views across, which
he does quite clearly. For a majority of the
songs he samples conversations from various
sources with his music as the backdrop. At
times I would say it is a bit heavy-handed, but
really, as an artist, this is his one way to get his
perspective across to a variety of people on
topics like meat, overpopulation and telephone
psychics. I like the way Hughes has chosen to
express himself, and I can only imagine how
long it must have taken him to get all the sound
bites he has on the album (Ma! There are so
many!) That said, I got tired of the excessive

sampling. I wanted more variety in the music
and Hughes own words and less dependency
on the sampled conversations of others. This
would be a great CD to have on shuffle with
other discs. Sixty minutes straight of it is a bit
much.
-Charu

Despite their individual strong points (good
vocals, strong drum and bass lines, and precise
guitar work) I just don't like the ultra-clean
guitar leads and their obvious metal influences.
Maybe if they develop more of an original
identity as a band, they would capture my
attention a little bit more. But as it stands, this
band could be compared to a ton of other
metallhardcore bands. For example, Corrosion
of Conformity. In fact, Moral Decline is damn
near the same name.
-K. Scott

Right away I disliked this album--I can
only take so much cliche and unoriginal music
as this album contains. In the liner notes they
give "shout-outs" and incidentally the first
track is mysteriously titled "Shout Out," imagine that! It just reeks of shitty hip-hop artists.
Anyway, the guitar's sound comes across on
the recording as very tame, especially for a
band like these guys who rely quite heavily on
the metal riffs of their songs.
On a nicer note, the seem to be having a
shit-load of fun. And even ifl found them kind
of lame, if they can carry that energy over to
their live show they can attract an audience
with sheer charm and stage presence. So, I
guess, to sum this band up, I think the album
production and song writing need to develop
before I would consider buying an album.

Let there be no doubt whatsoever:
Phantasm is 100% metal. And that's exactly
why this album is so fucking great. From
scorching guitar riffs, to the screeching vocals,
this cassette is all it boasts: the hottest metal
I've heard since I was a tyke tagging along with
my older brothers who blasted Iron Maiden,
AC/DC, Sabbath, and early Metallica. This
album takes me back to the wondrous early
eighties when leather studded wrist-bands
actually looked cool, and t-shirts of the bands
were normally worn until they decomposed to
the point where they were opaque.

From the absolutely ripping title track, to
the metal-epic "Die," this recording is as solid as
a lead-lined fall-out shelter. In fact, for safety's
sake, you just might need to confine your
playing of this tape to fall-out shelters to spare
the many virgin ears unaccustomed to metal as
painful and lashing as Phantasm is. Heed the
warning and use caution when listening. Just as
the line says - "Danger, hot metal/Sonic fire,
straight from the Devil."
Metalheads everywhere, rejoice!
For
Phantasm has bestowed on us a most satisfyingly,
yet wonderfully punishing recording: Let it kick
your ass--and love every second of it!

everyone's favorite all-girl, all monster surf trio,
Famous Monsters. Sean Yseult of White
Zombie fame is the brains and 1/3 of the brawn
behind this band of foxy fiends, which I'm sure
will appeal to more than a few of you trick-ortreaters out there. The tunes are in your standard
garage-surf style and are pretty much instrumental. The album is pretty cool, especially as
Halloween approaches, though the songs from
the first single are definitely the strongest.
-Nick Volenec

-K. Scott

Mmmmm, bikinis. The mere mention of
the word sends me adrift with visions of a world
far, far away from here. Such inherent potential,
such inherent promise lies within the jewel case
of a disc titled "Around the . World in 80
Bikinis." Why then, can anyone tell me, was I
not immediately transported to the set of Beach
Blanket Bingo upon pushing the play button on
my disc player? Oh, I get it. This disc doesn't
really have anything to do with bikinis at all. It
seems that I am listening to a CD compilation of
the three 7"s that were previously released by

Ok, all you slick as ace stylers out there,
here's another review for you:
The band is called The Minerals. This is a
fine name for a band because minerals can be both
heavy metal and rock. Unfortunately, musically,
this band falls under neither of those categories and
so fails to take advantage of a perfectly good
play on words. Shame on them.
Names aside, The Minerals are
staggeringly average.
One claim to fame is that they sport a Mr.
Paul Beaudry (former guitarist from 5 Gears in
Reverse) on drums. Apart from him there are
two female vocalists who, I'm guessing, also
play guitar and bass or else they put old Jones
from the Police Academy movies to shame with
their ability to emulate stringed instruments.
(For those who don't get the reference,
please don't think it necessary to go out and rent
the Police Academy movies. Not getting one
measly reference in some crappy music review
is a small price to pay for not being made
stupider by watching them.)
Most of the songs (there are seven in total)
feature a sort of plodding guitar that just keeps
on going, slowly, pleasantly, mechanically in
patient metered strums. The drums offer that
same loping cadence. The vocals sound a bit
like a subdued Janes Addiction or a tame P.J
Harvey. The result is appealing to a point. It
makes for pleasant Sunday driving music
anyway.
My biggest problem with The Minerals is
their lack of passion. For the most part, neither
the vocals nor the instruments give off even the
weakest dramatic pulse.
There is no gutsy element to this band, no
frenzied guitar tangents, no trading vocals.
The latitude of their attitude is quite
subdued: nothing inspired, nothing spontaneous,
just music according to plan.
There is one song, the last one on side two,
called "Practice Hour." This is, by far, the high
point of the album, a chilling little ditty that
would have Danny Elfman cumming blocks of
ice in his pants. Here the two vocalists go all out

bed. Good creepy Halloween fare.
There's a few semi-vicious, semi-catchy
Nancy Sinatra-esque numbers here as well. One
of these sports a bassline that would make a
dandy punk rock secret agent theme song if it
were played up a little more. Then again, maybe
it's best left the way it is. I remember the last
time America tried mixing punk rock and secret
agents together. The result was that HORRIBLE
film The Mod Squad starring stinky Claire
Danes. God. That was a big ugly pockmark on
the face of American cinema, wasn't it?
Anyway, if you're looking for good Nancy
Sinatra rip-offs try the Belgian cover band Nazi
Sinatra (don't worry, it's just a name). They
wrote the book on ripping off Nancy Sinatra.
FINAL WORD: The best Minerals album
I've ever heard!!!
-Raven Burnett

On the final night of GarageShock '99,
The Quadrajets played the best set I'd ever
scene. The band was full of energy and so
was the crowd, getting as active in the mayhem as the band. By the end of their set, the
stage was full of musicians from different
bands, all in a heap, with waves of feedback
flowing throughout the bar. It was one of
those sets that can't be followed up. But there
was still one more band, the Lord High Fixers,
the only band that could follow that up. One
of the craziest bands around, the Lord High
Fixers features zen-guitarist Tim Kerr
(Monkey Wrench, producer extrodinair).
They continued the mayhem like no one else
could have. Since that night I've been anxiously awaiting the new Lord High Fixers.
Thank fucking god it's finally here. And
was this album ever worth the wait. The
Lord High Fixers mix their own form of psyched out blues (Tim Kerr's specialty) with
high energy garage rock. Throw in a little
bit of spoken word, and you've got one hell
of an album. " Is This Club Your Weapon?"
is an intelligent rock and roll record (which
is a rarity in itself) that will kick your ass as
well as make you think. For those fans of
the Lord High Fixers, the album cotinues in
the trend of their past records, and if you've
heard of the band and always wanted to get
something buy them, but never knew what.
This is the album.
-Brent Cole

in a marvelous discordant duet that sounds very
much like the sort of thing two ghost children
might sing in order to scare the bejeezus out of
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So you're in a
band... is a new
column
that's
meant to help the
musician
get
going in the
music industry.
-'"'"":--.,.--:----,.,.,,.......J Each

month,
we'll be focusing on a different aspect of music
that a band will have to face as they try to get it
together. The columns will range from how to get a
press kit together and how to put out a cd, all the way
up to how to set up a web site and do a mp3 ftle.
Each column will have information from an "expert"
in that field. For this month's installment, Aaron
Roeder, the owner of the 3B Tavern, gave some
helpful advice on what to and especially what
NOT to do when trying to get a show.
For our first installment, we felt it was best
to start at the beginning. We thought about doing
a "how to get a practice space" column, but no
one has really figured that out yet. So, this next
step seemed obvious.
After you've got your space, your name,
and some songs that you .think don't suck, it's
time to try to get a show. The best place to start
is always a house party. People are usually drunk
and they'll be into anything. A lot of Bellingham
bands have cut their teeth by starting out as a
good old party band. Eventually, though, that's
gonna get old and you'll want to get a show at a
bar. That's when things start to get complicated.
To get a show at a club, you'll either need to
have a friend in a band that's already playing and

they Jet you on the bill (which is by far the best
and easiest way of getting a show), or you'll need
to try do the "cold call." That's when the club has
no idea who you are and you need to try to convince them that you're a good band and should get
an opening slot on a bill. It's one of the hardest things to do in the music industry.
When you are trying to get shows, you need
to make up a press kit to show the club who you are
and what you're about. Of course different clubs
have different things that they're looking for in a
press packet, but there are some good general
guidelines. Here's Aaron do's and don'ts list.
Do
I) Make the press packet concise
2) Include any quality recordings that you might
have. Taping practices doesn't count.
3) Include any press you might have, if a zine has
something about you, or the school newspaper;
anything that shows the legitimacy of the band.
4) If at all possible, include a photo. Not a
polaroid, but a good 8 1/2 x II glossy. Obviously,
if you are just starting out, you might not have one
of these. But if you start trying to get shows out
of town, this is pretty important.
5) A small bio is very important. That's where
you include a short history of the band. Talk
about anything that will give you some sort of
legitimacy (if you have any). Include past bands
that the club owner might know about. If you
don't have anything that's gonna wow them, then
keep it VERY simple: Here's who we are, here's
what we're about.

IIAM TO 2AM

-Brent Cole
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So, when it comes down to it, send out a
packet that you'd want to receive, bullshit free
and honest.

Foi'Dlel'ly Tbe STATION PUB, 1309 Raill'oad 671·7995
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PUB IS OPEN FROM

Don'ts
I) The biggest thing to avoid is a huge ego. The
club owner gets tons and tons of press packets
each month, with most of them saying that they're
revolutionizing music and they HAVE to get a
show. A club owner's a person too. If you 're a
jerk or an egomaniac, it's not gonna get you anywhere. Always remember, you're a beginning
band. No matter what you think, you 're not revolutionary... yet.
2) In the bio, don 't include made-up dates or
shows that no one cares about. Keep out parties
that you've played, that kind of thing. If you
haven't had a bar show, say that. Be honest. It'll
be refreshing for the club owner.
3) Don't include something about the "emotion
that the crowd feels at a show." Anything that's
cheesy will be quickly filed in the garbage.
4) Most importantly, don 't bullshit the club
owner. Anything you think is new and creative,
someone else has probably already tried.

FEATURING LIVE MUSIC
3 NIGHTS A WEEIOI

~

Now l=eatuting
Ap(>QtfzeH:
&a l=ull Menu!

6) The most important is to include any reviews
that you might have. They must be real, though:
nothing pisses off a club owner more than a band
that's trying to be really "cute" and tricky. They
get enough of it already.
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remember my first show. I was 15 years old and a friend of mine
invited me to go to a local all ages club called Rhino's and watch
some bands play that I had never heard of. To be honest, it
was a scary experience. Coming from small town Indiana,
the closest thing I knew to punk rock was Nirvana or Faith
No More and the closest thing I knew to shows were
arena rock concerts. It's not that I didn't know that

there were smaller bands; I did, I just had no clue about
where to find them. It's also not that didn't know that
Rhino's was there. I had passed by it several times on my
way downtown, always hearing strange music; blaring out
and seeing freaky looking kids hanging out front. It wasn't
until someone I knew invited me to go that I actually built up the

nerve to go to the place. It was always so frightening, especially being
a teenager. I didn't think that I was cool enough, or the unknown of
what was actually going on inside there was enough to scare me off.
Once I finally did go in, I discovered that it was a wonderful place. The
music was amazing, the people were really cool and the energy and
excitement of the people there was very inspirational. It's what
ultimately led me to the life I choose now.
Basically this is what I, or we, want to achieve
with the Showoff Gallery, the Humdinger
House, and Western Washington University.
They're spaces for shows, films, whatever, but
ultimately they're spaces for people to come
and explore new things. Everyone is welcome
whether you're "cool" or not. The spaces are
here, you're welcome to take advantage of
them, but whether you do is your choice.
As some of you may or may not know, "all ages"
is more of an ethic than anything else. There's
no profit in it. It's just kids putting on shows
for kids. We all know what it feels like when your
favorite band comes to town and you can't see
them because of a simple thing like your age.
Whether you're a drinker or not, it never
seemed fair. This is why we do it. We want to
put a stop to that, because really, we all know
that the heart of any scene
is in the youngsters. We
want to get those kids
involved. That's where all
the fire and passion are,
and to keep our scene
growing and prospering, we
need that. All ages is
where the heart, the very
core of the scene thrives,
and it's about time we all
realized that.
Now, the all ages scene in
Bellingham hasn't exactly
been great as of late.
We've all been being laZY.
and that cost us a hell of a lot. We've lost any
sort of good reputation we used to have and

shows have been suffering because of it. That's
all going to change. In the coming months you
will become aware of this as the scene in
Bellingham slowly grows into Washington's new
rock Mecca. Here's how we're going to do it:
Have you ever had a problem knowing that
there was even a show going on? Well worry no
more. From now on every show will be flyered at
least two weeks in advance on large paper. You
won't be able to miss them. On top of this
there's going to be a list put out monthly in
conjunction with the Humdinger House, the
Showoff and the college listing all scheduled
shows for the coming months. This list will be
dispersed at shows and randomly around
town. And as if you thought this was enough,
What's Up is going to print this list in every
issue. No more will any of you have the excuse
to not know what's going on.
Ever had trouble trying to find the Showoff or
the Humdinger? I know I did when I first moved
here. I wasn't even able to go to my first show
until I could meet someone that knew where
they were. Same as above, this problem will be
no more. On that little list we were talking
about, there's going to be maps and phone
numbers to each place. Beyond these things,
we at the Showoff are planning on working
together with the Humdinger, the college and
anyone who wants to get involved to make our
scene tighter. We want to coordinate and
communicate better in the hopes of having
fewer conflicts, such as more than one show on
the same night, etc.
So, here is some information about each venue
and what they are about:

our sleeves. In the coming year, we're going

to be kicking some ass, so you'd better
watch out!
As stated above, the Showoff Gallery is

a

venue

The Showoff Gallery is located at 1210 C

that is open to everybody. It's all ages, which means

St. on the corner Uust about) of Holly

that anybody of any age is welcome. Because of this

and C.

there will have to be certain rules to ensure that the

Frankie.

Showoff will have a lasting life. First there is going
to be a strict no alcohol policy. If you want to drink
at a show go to a bar. Second, we can't allow people
to stand in the streets. Being outside is O.K., but
stay on the Showoff's property.

While outside,

DON'T mess with the boats next door or create any

738-4713 For booking, ask for

TH~ HUMDfNG~R
Hcus~

unnecessary messes or damage. Thirdly, when com-

a local

ing to shows, BRING MONEY. Touring bands don't go
on tour to starve. All money collected at the door

The Humdinger House is

goes directly to the touring bands, unless there's a
benefit show of some sort. And lastly, respect

time now. The size of the space and the

basement

that has been doing shows for quite some
setting provide for some of the best possibility of
having fun at shows. If you've never been

to a basement show, then you should
really start, because there is truly
nothing like it.
The Humdinger, like the Showoff, is
dedicated to making the all ages
scene prosper. They're working extra
hard to get their name out there, and
it's

a place where all are welcome, but

just like any other all ages venue they
have their rules. No alcohol and no
assholes are their main ones, but due

to the fact that they are located in a
neighborhood, shows need to start
on time. Which means if the ftier says
seven o'clock, you'd best be there by
seven or you're going to be missing
out on the shows. They have neighbors, and it's best that they keep
them hapPY to ensure the life span.
With the Humdinger around doing
their part in the scene and working in
conjunction with the others, we can
be sure that the rock will go on. We
should all be thankful that these kids
do their part and open up their house

everyone and everything around you while there.
Anyone who proves to be an asshole will be kicked
out. All of these things are not only precautions, but
also things that need to be done to keep the
Showoff open.

so all of us rascals can go in and
enjoy a bit of music. It's that kind of
spirit that all ages is truly about. I even heard that
they treat bands well.
If you want to con-

tact the Humdinger
for shows or informa-

The Showoff is determined from now on

to be

tion, call this number

forefront of the Bellingham all ages scene.

We're

and ask for Matt

doing everything that is possible to make our pres-

Fuller. 714-8812. Oh,

ence known and bring our community tighter. Not

and for those of you

only are we going

to start having more, even larger

who don't know, the

shows more often, but we are going to hold non-band

address

oriented events, such as a winter formal, punk rock

Humboldt St. just

prom, or even a pumpkin carving contest. We hope to
do these things to bring us closer so we can learn

about on the corner
of Lakeway and

and build off of each other.

Humboldt.

The Showoff will truly be

a space for everybody.

With

a newfound sense of determination and a willingness
to sacrifice our life for the cause, you're going to
notice

a real

difference. The shows we have in the

works will amaze you. We've got some surprises up

is
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Burn down the World is a side project began last
Underground CoffeeHouse (or, the college).

year by Chris K., which has blossomed to a full on

Probably the most known and publicized

entity of itself. Now ran by Chris K. and Eric Hall, it

part of the Bellingham all ages scene is the

is a college-based organization for doing shows

college. They've been putting on shows for

whose main purpose is community based.

years and are the ones that bring any of

wanted to provide more of what ASPOP was doing,

They

the larger shows to town. What began as a

but direct it more outside of the college. The theory

program to entertain the students, has

was that the resources are there, so why not use

turned into more of a community based

them.

operation. They are actually so busy trying

Unfortunately, Burn down the World is not college

to do shows and events that it's kind of

funded, and last year ended up in the hole. So, in an

broken down into three different sections

effort to make money to be able to provide the

that ~opes to be able to cover all bases and spec-

shows that they want to, they are having a ·benefit

trums. Here's the lowdown.

on Saturday Oct. 9th. It is going to be rock n' roll
baseball featuring members of Harvey Danger, Death

As POP ~v~NTs
AS POP is the main organization that brings
the big shows to the college. It's ran by John
Tosch and Chris K., two people who are heavily
involved in the local all ages scene and care for
it.

They're doing their best to provide

Bellingham with the shows that neither the
Showoff nor the Humdinger would be able to provide due to size restrictions. They have a lot of
good stuff planned for the first quarter.

Ca b for Cutie, and Peter Parker just to name a few.

working not just amongst themselves, but with the

It's at Battersby field and only $3 and that

entire Bellingham all ages scene. They are as into

con-

tribution will go a long way in helping the Burn down

making the local scene into a better, pros-

the World accomplish the awesome plans that they

perous place as the non-college venues are.
With their added support we should be able

have in store.

to build a beautiful scene here in Bellingham.
If you want to contact Burn down the World,

TH~ UND

CUND

CCff~~

you can reach them at: burndowntheworld@hotmail.com.
Involvement.
If after reading this you want to get more
involved in the local all ages scene or just
want to learn more about it, we're going to
begin holding meetings once a month at the

Lastly, there is the Underground CoffeeHouse.

Showoff to discuss upcoming shows, events,

wasn't able to talk to the person in charge of it this

and general thoughts and suggestions for

year to find out the information that I needed, but

the scene.

what I do know is that they are working with the

Bellingham All Ages Collective. Be on the look-

It's going to be called The

other two groups to provide a bit of cohesiveness

out for fliers of when the first meeting is.

among the college event organizers. Their main pur-

Conclusion.

pose is basically the same as the other two, but

I sincerely hope that this article does what it is sup-

direct their shows more towards the low key and

posed to. We have a good thing going, and as long as
we keeping working hard at it and working together,
we're going to take over. I hope that everybody knows

experimental. As a whole, the three tend to cover
just about all of the bases.
Just like the other venues, the college has its own

what is going on now and everybody knows that they

basic all ages rules: no alcohol, smoking, crowd surf-

are welcome. Be looking for the list, fliers, and the

ing or stage diving.

Anybody caught doing these

things inside of the shows will be kicked out. Also,

newest copies of What's Up to keep you updated on
everything that is going on.

due to the renovations taking place at the VU this

At any rate, things are going to change, and it's

year, shows will be a bit smaller to suit the size of

about time. If you want to become more involved, or

the main lounge.

if your band wants to play, or whatever, feel free to

The college organizers as a whole are dedicated to

contact me. Hope to see everyone at the shows.
ROCK! --Frankie. franki_chan@hotmail.com
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Story By Brent Cole and Cari"Bookman" Ratliff
Photos By Jacob Covey

"Born of Woman, but Recreated by Outer Space,
Half-Human, Hal-Beast, It loves- like a Man, but Is
it Man or Astra-Man?" Amazing. The most ludicrous catch phrase I had heard in my life. I had
to have it. Problem was Chuck refused to give it to
us. He was a B-movie buff as well and didn't want
to let go of it. Finally when he dosed the store
(which left such a void for good music in
Birmingham that I can barely relate it: mind you
this is where I bought the first Roofdogs single) in
1989 he let me have the damn thing.
Man or Astra-Man? always stayed with me. I
liked the way it looked visually and it was oddball
and retro enough to describe what I wanted to try
to do with music. However, we almost didn't get to
use the name because our bass player at the time
thought it was stupid. I knew he was going to a
party one night, and I told a bunch of girls to tell
him they thought the name was cool. The next day
he loved it. Sucka Ass Bitch.

~~~-~?

2. ~ did ~ meet ~ 41«(,
~did~~ta-~Mmtk
~4- Ht64t ~ ~7

For years I use to drive this guy Chuck who ran the
Wuxtry in Birmingham crazy by hanging out and
asking questions about the Cramps and X and
stuff like that. It literally ended up to be one of
those situations where people thought I worked
there, but of course I didn't. I would always wear
him down until he would give me the latest arrived
Husker Du poster or whatnot. Upon rummaging
through a pile of posters in the back I found a
poster for a film entitled The Human Vapor....

I knew Carl's brother from our college radio station. I was aware of him just vaguely from that.
Carl and I were both going out for music director
in 1994. I didn't know much about him, but of
course I had this elitist, know-it-all take on punk
rock and thought that I was the only one worthy of
the job. On the day to interview I was fifteen minutes late (which still is my running schedule for
everything) and had know idea where the room
was to interview. Carl saw me and then intra·

1. ~did~~ tk lt4IHe

•

duced himself, asked me if I knew where the interview was, and then actually took me there. That
kindness was something I always remember.
Ironically, I actually got the job, and then Carl took
over when I left to go tour with the Mekons for
"Destroy All Astra-Men?."
I knew Carl had to be our TV roadie. As with
our first encounter, a lot of those early days were
Carl taking care of my fumbled shit. He was a
huge part of us getting on the rood, and the first
man to get the haywired 10-14 televisions on
stage really looking like they should. We started
calling him Bookman because of the superintendent on Good Times, and we eventually got him to
wear a tool belt. I was always having these half-'
baked, nonsensical ideas like playing 50 dates in
Wisconsin a year and just becoming huge in that
state. We knew that our band would never be
famous, but I thought we could gain status by
increasing the Bookman profile, because there just
competition the field of roagie
famous roadie?." we
good run of it- an art
would say.
/
gallery in f'P.r\<;ncr>ln
display of
him. It has been

l

'

many

time. Even though he lives two

0

days away and has a lot of stuff going on with the
label, he still helps us out with press and other
things. Sucko Ass Bitch.

9. ~ut ~ aft tie &,e ~· ~ ~
46 ~ ~ (4, tie lut?
Well, I con easily tell you that the worst was when
we were o three piece with just Coco, Star Crunch,
and myself. I never, before then, realized what on
integral port of the show it was to hove Coco free
to be able to go nuts and to get out into the c;owd.
The first night we tried it was in Memphis going on
about three in the morning after Guitar Wolf.
Coco hod broken four boss strings throughout the
night and finally just said fuck it, threw his boss
into the crowd, and started dancing like a mod
fool. Everyone who
~~...;..--.."""'""'"-

songs insanely fast,
just purchased days
water weight in the
knew what you would gel.
European tours were pretty
ing, but honestly we're making
more interesting music and performing more inlf!nsely than
we ever hove right now. Most
bands gel watered down over
lime. I wont to get more weird
and lucked up as we go. I wont to
get less jaded as we evolve and support more bonds and people I believe ore
doing potent things. I really wont to give something bo~~ for all the help we've gotten. Sucko Ass
Bitch.

4. 'HIIat4- lee., ~ f.l!J41'.ite ~
~to.d4te?

omozi n g
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it was a
piece of complete
shit. That night was just one day before we hod
to leave on a 5 week European tour, and we were
wondering what we hod gotten ourselves into. A
week after we got bock we got Captain Zeno in
the bond to fill the void.
I believe the current line up is by for the consistent
best. I've never come off a four week tour feeling
like we only hod three weak shows before now. I
also feel like the bod shows ore for better than the
bod shows of other line ups. There is a given with
Trace, Blozor, Coco, and myself that it con only go
so low. We all support each other and cover for
each other. It is very socialistic and very much a
group effort. Before, other line ups, especially the
Dr. Deleto, Star Crunch, and myself were totally
dysfunctional at limes. like a nerdy version of the
Who, we all were competing against each other
for attention. We mode fun of each other on stage
and purposefully injured one another-sometimes
in very harsh ways, but some nights we were
great. When all that fucked up contempt come
together, it felt unstoppable. We would play the

The Art Chantry stuff really set the poce for the
high aesthetic in artwork that we hove. It could
hove been totally different if Art hadn't token such
pride with those records. People that like the
bond really love Destroy... , but my favorite is the
first record. Getting Richard Powers who
designed uncountable pulp sci-fi covers to work
with us is like being a hippie and getting to smoke
a spliff with Jerry Garcia bock in the day. 1OOOx
with the multiple-layered
transparent vellum is
up there for me,
Star
Crunch
designed that
one. Coco did
on amazing job
on EEVIAC ... , the
die-cut holes ore
really nice, especially on
the gotefold lp. One of the coolest
covers is the UFO's and the Men who Fly Them
with the pop out flying saucer. That was
designed by Chris Billheimer who is the art
director for R.E.M., Henry Owings and myself.
I'd love to work with Art Chantry again, but
he doesn't get along with the guy who put out
our records in the U.K. and he really sticks to
his guns on things. Now since we hove
switched to Epitaph in Europe we con do

0
something in the future. Sucko Ass Bitch.

Since
The
Roofdogs single, I

I

become "Is it... " Also, Manfred Jones of the
Waggles was up in Seattle recording the Teen
Donee Party LP and and he put in a good word
for us. All those bonds in the South East really
looked out for each other. We hod a great scene:
ourselves, Hillbilly Frankenstein, The Waggles,
Southern Culture on the Skids, The Sobsonics, etc.I really miss that group of bonds and what was
happening at the time.
Anyway, oh yes, the chain of events, Bill Gropes
from the Mortals in Cinncinotti hod good things to
soy about us from our playing a few shows
together. All of this added up to Dove leaving a
message on my answering machine saying
he wonted to do the first record. Star
Crunch, who lived with me at the lime,
and I did the Toyota leap of joy. We
were literally just days away from pressing the record ourself with different art-

work and everything· actually there was a second

Child was already token. Regardless the Astra·

side of the rood more times than I'd ever like to

tentative cover for the ~rst album done by Coop,

men hopefully will do more with Estrus in the

relay. It's easy to stay against the trials that are

but if was too much scantily-dad big breasted

future. I'd loved to do a really old school style Man

presented to a band trying to do music indepen-

space woman thing, that was never something

or Astro·Mon? record live to two track stereo for

dently when someone you hove so much respect

that appealed to us, but as on additional side

Estrus. I'm so thrilled that even though we're on

for is always there with you. We really balance

note, the cover later become a poster for Rocket

Touch and Go now, that because of Dove's distri-

each other out nicely: he's a scientist and I'm on

from the Crypt.

bution deal with them, we still get to work togeth-

enthusiast and without either one, this band would

Dove was so full of ideas and energy. Without

er in a sense. All in the Family, but I guess that

hove never mode it as for as it has. As for as the

him we would be a Bone Doli, on Engine House,

makes Dave

fun element, of course, more than ever. The main

a Vacation Bible School or some other bond from

= Archie Bunker, me = Meathead,
and Bookman = Sally Struthers, but not as Gloria

Alabama that you've never heard. Dove mapped

her character on All in the Family just Sally

selves, firstly; we'd do it for free if necessary. Right

out so much for us. Just being part of Estrus at that

Struthers in real life. Sucker Ass Bitches.

some of my favorite bands of all time.
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Getting to play on the Mono Men Japanese Tour
when Aaron broke his hand has on undescriboble

now, I'm in Brazil on tour, typing an interview
about some stupid ideo I had in college/!

time astounds me. The Makers, The Phantom
Surfers, The Mortals, of course the Mummies ore

reason this bond exist is for us to entertain our·

I really feel like this band has been at least

thrill. I would hove never got to do that without the
camaraderie of Estrus. Dove is realty intense live
and I like to ploy off the energy of that. We may
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BELLINGHAM HERALD BUILDING •

1155 N STATE ST. SUITE
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"You;ve worked har;p to optimize your playing...
... we work hard toll;optimize your instrument!"
-Dave Whyte, Luthier
• MAJOR AND MINOR REPAIRS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR

ALL

FRETIED INSTRUMENTS AT REASONABLE PRICES!

• AUTHORIZED WARRANTY SERVICE FOR MOST MAJOR BRANDS~

•

(UST~;M FINISH AN[!) I~MY WORK

• HANDCRAFTED INSTRUMENTS

.
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SHOWYOUR :
STUDENTlD. AND!.
SAVE 15% ON ALL .~
PARTS & LABOR!!! .~
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Prompt and Efficient Two Technicians To Serve You
LICENSED AND BONDED - OVER

17 YEARS

EXPERIENCE

Wha11com County's ONLY Full Time
Dedicated Gu1tar Repair Shop!//
Member-Guild of American Luthiers • Assn. of Stringed Instrument Artisans
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rnurt1vr1n about a year and a
ago. At
the time, I was
coordinator for the AS
and found myself involved in a mas·
sive undertaking - bringing legendary jazz drummer Max Roach to the PAC Concert Hall. One of my various duties
included driving to Seattle to pick up Mr. Roach and transport him to Bellingham in the AS's spiffy Aerostar Van.
After conversation had died down a bit around Everett, paranoia crept up on me. "Omigosh, what if I crash the
van and kill Max Roach? All that musical history, that wealth of jazz knowledge - gone without warning because I
changed lanes too fast? The music community ,would never forgive me ... "

•

What does this little story have to do
with Bill Frisell? We'll get to that eventually. Meanwhile, the Underground
Coffeehouse has again taken upon
the task of producing a concert
showcasing an outstanding and
unique voice in the jazz world.
Basically a jazz chameleon, Frisell
has developed his own unique uncategorizable sound, while being versatile enough to play everything from
avant jazz to bluegrass to jazz renditions of Madonna songs. He has
received numerous accolades from
major jazz publications (Down Beat,
Jazz lz, Jazz Times) for continually
challenging the direction of jazz guitar as well as putting out a stellar
number of titles on the respected
Elektra/Nonesuch recording label.
On Friday, October 22, at 9
pm at the Performing Arts Center
Concert Hall, Frisell will perform with
his touring trio of bassist Viktor Krauss
and drummer Brian Blade. The material will no doubt largely draw from
his latest Nonesuch release, Good
Dog, Happy Man, a foray into Frisell's
now familiar blend of country, rock,
jazz and bluegrass. The new LP features old pals Wayne Horvitz (fellow
Seattle jazz luminary - leader of Zony
Mash), Jim Keltner (star session
rock drummer for Bob Dylan,
George Harrison) and celebrity guitarist Ry Cooder.
For me, the real
excitement of Frisell coming is the repercussions
the concert will have.
After all, this is
Bellingham.
There is not a
great presence
of
experimental/avant
jazz
performers or performances taking
place
often.
Especially musicians who have
performed
with
John Zorn, Evyind
Kong, Vernon Reid,
John Scofield and Elvis

Costello. To expose even a fraction of
Bellingham to the currantly most
revered and respected jazz guitarist is quite exciting. The
jazz world is massive - not
only typified by Miles
Davis and John Coltrane
- it thrives on young musicians taking the reigns
and creating new categories to exist within.
For Bellingham to
host the cream of the jazz
guitarist crop is quite a
feat, and should not be
taken lightly. In other words,
move your butt to the PAC Box
Office, I'm sure the tickets go
on sale soon- so keep your
eyes open for info. Luckily this
time around, sitting in front of
my cozy computer, I have no
worries about killing Frisell
and all his musical knowledge - I'll pass that along
to this year's Coffeehouse
crew. (Heh, heh.)

by d. larondelle

•

Casa

ue Pasa

BELLINGHAM'S BEST BURRITOS

The original • Since 1993

It's back to school time in Bellingham
- but along with school supplies and
tuition, some serious brain food is in
order. Locals know that the place for
killer burritos is the Casa. Long hours,
huge and delicious grub and fresh
squeezed lime juice in the Margaritas
makes every study break a potential
party! Across from the Downtown
Transit Depot
Get in the know... Get Burrito

What's up on the
Bellingham
Busking Scene ...
The Fall B
Live Music Thursdays
in the Acoustic Kitchen at

Seven Loaves
Restaurant & Bakery!
So you 're walking down the street and you see
a guitar player singing a song the best he knows how
and you see his open guitar case and his little puppy
with the sweet eyes and you feel some change jingling in your pocket and you try not to make eye
contact and his song is grabbing at you for some
unknown reason and you feel like dancing but you
just quickly walk by without a glance or a toss of
your hand into the empty guitar case .. . Why?
What's so scary about live music on our polished
street corners? Are we afraid it might drown out the
rumble of the sweet hummings of Georgia Pacific or
the passing gasoline tankers? Are these street
musicians just beggars wbo should really get day
jobs and stop their ranting and spewing and
whatever else they feel like saying? Why is it
illegal for a street musician to sit and play their guitar, but not to stand? Does the music change if
you're standing up? When was the last time you
stopped, listened to a street musician's song,
dropped a dollar in the case, and said "Thank You?"
I invite everybody to give it a try.
I'm a street musician. I play on street corners,
at farmer's markets, and some days, in the middle of
nowhere. So what's my point? My point is that I
notice a lot of people seem afraid to stop, and listen,
and share their inspiration as if I'm someone
different from them. I choose to share my music
because it makes me feel good to do so. I love to
play to kids, old folks, young folks, whoever's
willing to be touched by the vibrations that flow
through. I put out a basket because it helps me feel
a sense of exchange. I like to give people the
opportunity to share their abundance while I share a
song. I don't know about other huskers, but I bet
they feel the same way. No one's making a living
by playing on street corners-we do it because we
can. Next time you see me or anybody else singing
their tunes around Bellingham, give them a smile,
maybe a buck, and let them know you're with them.
You' ll be glad you did.

Everybody's been asking about the date for
this year's Fall Barter Fair over in Tonasket. Well,
the word I got was that it's going to be the 4th weekend in October. But don't drive over the mountains
without checking for flyers at the Co-op first. So
what about the Fall Barter Fair? In two words,
Magic Chaos. Hmmm ...what could that possibly
mean? Thousands of people with all different
energies coming to a beautiful space in the middle
of nowhere to celebrate the Fall harvest and its
amazing abundance. At the Barter Fair, people
share stories, food, music, healing, and much, much
more. Of course there's the drum circles, the smaller fireside circles, the main stage music, and the
plethora of vendors. Within all that, there's the
smiling faces, old friends, new friends, just born
babies, and lost dogs. If you're planning to make
the trek, because for some reason everybody does,
bring warm clothes, money, fresh water, and plenty
of food and friends. If you get as far as Tonasket,
just pull into their Co-op and ask for directions to
the site. Last year we hosted a solar stage that featured collaborations with Dana Lyons & Jim Page,
The Freedom Tribe, Jarrod Kaplan, Rafe Pearlman,
and many others. The wine guy is usually on hand
to share his fall harvest, as well as the noodle lady,
who serves up the good grubbin' . So if you get the
opportunity to skip out of Bellingham for a weekend, give yourself the chance to experience life on
the Barter Fair side!
The rumors are true.
Seven Loaves
Restaurant & Bakery is officially open! Nestled
amongst beautiful cedars on the Mount Baker
Highway, just beyond Maple Falls, this restaurant is
destined to become famous, not only for its healthy
cuisine, but its amazing atmosphere. Opened with
the intention to serve healthy, local, organic food
made with love, Seven Loaves exceeds your expectations. Reasonably priced is nice, but the service is
excellent as well. Why, on a good night, you might
even catch Burke up there, waiting on tables and
slinging desserts. If it's your birthday, he'll even
sing you a song! Just in its first month, the
restaurant is continuing to evolve into a premier dining and musical experience. Don't expect anything
too fancy, just good food, good music, good service,
and a good time. Although to be honest, it is
kind-of fancy! Mike, Erin, Kurt, Cheryl, Cody,
Lisa, Jennie, and the rest of the crew invite you up
to share in this positive food vibration.
So what's food got to do with folk music?
Well, starting Thursday nights in October, we're
hoping to create an Acoustic Kitchen scene up at the
restaurant. Mikey will be tossing his made-to-order
sourdough pizzas, and we'll be serving up some
tasty tunes as well. Featured performers to be
announced, but members of local acoustic band
Synergy should always be on hand. So, take a night
out. Hit the road. Drive towards the mountain. And
come eat some pizza and listen to some good music.
Either way you slice it, it's all good in the Acoustic
Kitchen!

Inspired Ramblings by Burke Mulvany
Edited by Melissa McConnell
Questions, Comments, Suggestions?
E-Mail Burke at FluteHawk@aol.com

Important Health
Information
I. Live with a senior? Protect them! Get your
flu shot! Information: Whatcom County
Health and Human Services.---738-2508
2. Adult Immunizations: Your best shot at
good health! Information: Whatcom County
Health and Human Services---738-2508
3. Vaccines prevent: influenza, pneumococcal
pneumonia, hepatitis A, hepatitis B, measles,
mumps, rubella, tetanus, diphtheria, chickenpox. Information: Whatcom County Health
and Human Services 0-- 738-2508
4. Shots aren't just for kids! Call Whatcom
Health and Human Services for Adult
Inununization information---738-2508
5. Traveling internationally? Got your shots?
Call Whatcom County Health and Human
Services for more information---676-4593
6. Chickenpox is a serious adult disease. Are
you protected? Information: Whatcom County
Health and Human Services---738-2508
7. Tetanus shots are needed every ten years.
Got yours? Information: Whatcom County
Health and Human Services---738-2508
8. Do you have liver disease? Keep up with
your shots! Whatcom County Health and
Human Services---738-2508
9. Work with seniors? Protect them! Get your
flu shot! Information: Whatcom County
Health and Human Services--73 8-2508
10. Kids need DTap, Hib, MMR, polio, chickenpox before age two. Information: Whatcom
County Health and Human Services---7382508
II. Do you have emphysema? Keep up with
your shots! Information: Whatcom County
Health and Human Services--738-2508
12. Have a chronic disease? Keep up with your
shots! Call Whatcom County Health and
Human Services--738-2508
13. Are you a health care worker? Get your flu
shots ! Information: Whatcom County Health
and Human Services---738-2508
14. Do you have HIV? Keep up with your
shots! Information: Whatcom County Health
and Human Services--738-2508
15. Do you have diabetes? Keep up with your
shots! Information ;Whatcom County Health
and Human Services--738-2508

& Perhaps Annual

8mm Film Festival

The Trouble With Hany • Piclcfonl Cinema • Oct.15-18 • 4pm
The Man Who Knew Too Much • Piclcfonl Cinema • Oct.15-18 • 7 &- 9:38pm
Uertigo • Mt Balcer Theatre • Oct.17&-18 • 7 &- 9:38pm
Shadow Of R Doubt • Piclcfonl Cinema • Oct.19-21 • 4pm
Mamie • Piclcfonl Cinema • Oct.19-21 • 7 &- 9:38pm
Sabotuer • Piclcfonl Cinema • Oct. 22-25 • 4pm
The Birds • Piclcfonl Cinema • Oct.22-25 • 7 &- 9:38pm
Frenzy • Piclcfonl Cinema • Oct.26-28 • 4pm
Rope • Piclcfonl Cinema • Oct.26-28 • 7 &- 9:38pm
Psycho • Mt Bal<erlheatre • Oct.29-38@ 4pm /Oct.31 @ 6 &-9:38pm

I Rue. • NeHt to Hilled
OPEN EUERY ORY!

nrts •

738-0735

$5 lues - Sun I $4 Mon

COMPACT DISC • CD-R
CASSETTE
Quality duplication is our specialty.

SERVING SEATTLE'S
INDEPENDENT
MUSIC INDUSTRY SINCE 1986
Established, owned & operated by
Pip McCaslin.

(Highlights from the final
night Sunday, August 29th, 1999
hosted by the 3B Tavern.) Local
filmmakers exhibited sixteen
shorts featuring their overwhelming creativity given little time and
no money. Heard first night was
packed. The second and third
nights also had decent turnouts.
The first film , "Silent Night,
Violent Night," also happened to
be the first to leave quite an
impression. Filmmaker Space
Robot composed an amusing
picture about family love during
the holidays, and as the title
eludes, it's a bit disturbing. Next
several
rather
followed
existential pieces-a recurring
style throughout the night-sometimes done well, and sometimes
not. Mimes, thick metaphors,
and accompanying scores full of
harrowing violins pervaded. The
film
aptly
named
"The
Appliance" starring the silver
vibrator hit its mark with simple
visual allusions of doorknobs and
umbrellas. The straw/cake-eating
scene at the very end saved the
overly dramatic "Tea." One film
about a man who sleeps with his
shovel had no ending at all, and
the audience was told to wait
until the next film fest to see the
ending. Overall, when the films
did not take themselves seriously,
the results were much better
compared to the solemnly austere
ones .
The full color "AMC Madness"
notion was funny in an adolescent
way, but the attempt to sync the
dialogue with the film was
disastrous.
Another comedy,
"Showdown on Evil Street,"
starred action figure Jesus fighting midgets, monsters, and a Pez
dispenser. Although the sound
was hard to understand, the

scenes were very entertaining,
and Jesus riding off on his cross
at the end proved an excellent
touch.
Not for those with
aversions to the extreme.
Speaking of pushing the limits,
seems our young filmmakers had
a nudity fetish . Several films
depicted young women in
skimpy slips for unapparent
reasons, where other attire would
have worked just as well. And
the few films that showed full
nudity only ventured as far as the
female body, even when given
the chance to also depict naked
men (which, by the way, was
pointed out to me by my male
companion).
I'm all for
celebration of the female form,
but not when it seems like the
person holding the camera would
rather focus on boobs than the
movie's theme.
The last few films nicely
illustrated many of the festival's
strong points. The light and
charming "Filing Game" hit
closer to a reality the audience
and the filmmakers have
experienced before, which may
have been why it worked, and the
end
actually
contained
resolution. The editing of the
next film, which depicted a
woman with a suitcase, was
noticeably good; the filmmakers'
visual efforts succeeded particularly in the shot of her dipping
her hands in the water-filled bag.
The final film with the damn
French name (give it up on all
the French names already--very
annoying) was the best one in the
"take me seriously" style. The
filmmakers successfully altered
the action's speed, and didn't
overdue it on the metaphors. The
visual images were original, but
not unfathomable. I liked the
fact that the meaning was discernible, not leaving the viewer
to feel like he or she was
watching an obscure inside joke
(unlike some of the previous
ones). Also, the viewer could
easily incorporate his or her own
ideas to what was seen. And
finally, it touched on the affinity
1 of many: power tools.
In all, the first and perhaps
annual 8mm film festival
demonstrated a promising start to
the possibility of excellence.
-Jamie Donatuto

SVSPiRil
(Dario Argento, 1976)

T1IE 1IiTC1IER

RETVR:NS

describe new thrillers that the
Master may have taken an interest
in, but the Hitch o'gold remains
elusive. AI 's movies have that
extra oomph that's impossible to
duplicate ... the films are commercial
(from the days when that meant
Fun), but they have the best copyguard of all-personality. If you
like one, you're likely to like most
of 'em (he made a lot), and while
you see some recurring ideas or
characters, there are differences too.
North By Northwest and Psycho
both have mother issues, but they
are hardly interchangeable movies.
Why bring this up?
Because
there's going to be a Hitchcock fest
in sleepy Bellingham come October
and you cineastes have to be ready!
Here' s a quick overview:

Suspiria is gloriously weird. If
you want a typical slasher-in the-sheets
horror movie, stay home. If, .instead,
you prefer your horror hot-blooded and
Italian, come on in.
Argento put this out in '76, around
the time that The Exorcist was king
(though Suspiria owes more to
Rosemary's Baby, if that can be said
with no baby in the plot). There's the
required splatter-gore and devilish
killings. More importantly, the movie
has an appealingly strange feel to it. Not
so strange that you can't follow it, but
rather like you took a wrong turn into an
extremely bad situation and the normal
rules that keep evil locked up don't
apply.
The atmosphere is the best
colors,
accented
part ... bright
whisperings of doom, and secret
passages that can lead to salvation or
sudden hideous death. The movie keeps
that sinister mood going throughout, a
rare trick. This is helped by the
music(from Goblin, the group that gave
us Dawn Of The Dead tunes); its
Exorcist
riffs
notwithstanding,
Suspiria's got the coolest score I've
heard in any horror movie.
The required plot concerns a
native American dance student trying to
figure out what's behind the demonic
forces that are turning her classmates
inside out. Since the '70s had a Satanic
fad, those forces stand a decent chance
of winning. Devil-worshippers, start
your engines!
This movie doesn't dicker- it gets
in, does its thing, and gets the hell out.
Not many champions of the weird have
the sense to leave when it's time. A two
hour Suspiria would have been pushing
it, but as is, it's pretty freakin ' good.
-Steve Meyers

Moviemakers with style are something you don' t get much of any
more, not since common wisdom
prevailed with the idea that manufactured 'hip' was easier and more
profitable than style. Style takes
technique and a bit of self-knowledge mixed with accessibility, after
all. If a learned artist cares nothing
for the public taste, the art may be
obscure, preachy, and forgettable.
Likewise, the hipster may make an
entertaining movie filled with
catch-phrases ("Shag me, baby!"
Repeat two hundred times in lieu of
real punch lines) that has the
cultural potency of a soap bubble.
Enter Alfred Hitchcock, a
portly and seemingly shy English
gent who agonized over women he
could never have. He had recurring
nightmares over being punished
unjustly. (He's also ... DEAD!!!
Spooky, eh?)
Thing was, this
unassuming Limey had style coming out his ears. In directing a film,
he was a taskmaster, so his movies
had a disciplined, non-indulgent
hand in the shaping. However, he
could jump into the fray and have
fun as well (his walk-on cameos, the
humor of The Trouble With
Harry, the way Psycho's events
build a perverse sympathy for the
killer), and he knew how to play to
popular taste without being in awe
of it.
He is one of Hollywood's
classic icons; his name and profile
sum up an instant picture of suspense with good humor and occasional scares ... and when Hitchcock
went dark, as he did in the ' 50s and
early '60s, he did it right.
"Hitchcockian" is a Hollywood
verb still used fairly often to

SHADOW OF A DOUBT:
Reportedly Hitch's personal
favorite of all his movies. It's a
classy film about a girl who begins
to suspect that her favorite uncle
may be a cold-blooded murderer.
When the rest of your relatives
suck, this is a huge problem.

THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO
MUCH:
Hitchcock's star vehicle for
James Stewart and Doris Day. Not
as intense as Hitch's more personal
classics, but it's fun and definitely
Doris Day 's best role.

MARNIE:
Haven't seen this yet, but it's
had a resurgence of critical respect
in recent years. It failed at the time
because Hitchcock was stepping
back from the big shocks of Psycho
and The birds for a more old-fashioned suspense story, apparently.
Featuring Tippi Hedren and a young
Sean Connery.

SABOTEUR:
One of Hitch's best wartime
movies. This has a brilliant shot
during the conclusion (you' 11 know
it when you see it). Slimy villain
Norman Lloyd is still with us today;
a while ago he played the tightass
headmaster in Dead Poet's Society,a
title Hitchcock would have done
nicely with.

VERTIGO:

The critics' choice. Regarded as the
most personal of Hitchcock's films,
this also features the dark side of
James Stewart.
The animated
dream-segment hasn't dated well,
but the rest of it has; Vertigo has a
weird, decadent feel that suits the
story.

PSYCHO:
One of the big favorites. Even
if you know the story, the visuals
are creepy enough that you end up
with nightmares anyway ... and it's
usually shown on TV, · not the
humongous Mt. Baker screen.

THE BIRDS:
A scary, big-scale movie about
how screwed we would be if, say,
one segment of the animal kingdom
decided it was time for humans to
go extinct. Considered one of the
essential Hitches.

THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY:
This is as close as Hitch got to
a
warmhearted
family-values
movie ... as long as family values
include a pop-up corpse. Disney, it
ain't. This hit comedy was the other
Hitchcock favorite besides Shadow

Of A Doubt.
FRENZY:
Haven 't see this one either, but
it 's regarded as the best of
Hitchcock's later, '70s work ... and it
involves a strangler called The
Necktie Killer. Looking forward to
it.

ROPE:
Hitch 's adaptation of the·
famous '20's Leopold-Loeb murder
case, with James Stewart. Famous
for its "one continuous shot" trick
that goes throughout the movie .
One of Hitch's lesser films by most
accounts, but still interesting.
Thanks to the Whatcom Film
Association for pulling this into
town, so Hitchophiles can avoid
that commute to Seattle! And now,
time for a shower...
-Steve Meyers & Roman the
Destroyer

lamp.

So maybe you are punker than
thou and try to live a rock 'n' roll
lifestyle in our sleepy college town by
only eating at smoky establishments
with greasy vinyl seats and good deals
on drinks. Maybe you have never tried
organic food and think you will have to
sell your first born child to afford a shot
of wheatgrass. Maybe you were a die
hard Juice Oasis fan and won't give Cafe
Organica a chance. Get over it.
Personally I had never eaten at
Cafe Organica because I) I am so
satisfied with my house I rarely leave, 2)
I did not realize they were open until
8pm and 3) I was the dishwasher at the
Juice Oasis so it is difficult for me to
buy drinks I used to make myself for
free. Returning to town after a late summer cross country adventure, I really
just wanted to eat at home or at the Old
Town Cafe. But I stepped up to my
personal challenge of leaving the house
to find fabulous places to eat while
spending a mere ten dollars. I want to
eat quality food in an interesting environment, which is a challenge after 3
p.m. in this brunch-centric town.

We rolled in to Cafe Organica at
929 N. State street at 7:30pm and even
though they had started taking down one
of the juicers for the night they were
happy to serve us. I felt a little weird
because I did not realize Dan Hamill,
one of the co-owners, would be working. I felt sneaky, not telling him I was
there to review his place so as to remain
relatively unbiased. The reality is, if
you have lived here very long at all, you
will know someone who does or has
worked at most anyplace you go. We
gathered around the counter looking at
the menus, up at the vibrant chalk board
for specials, and in the display cases at
salads and treats. After making our
orders at the counter we grabbed
glasses of water on our way to a table.
We were the only people inside but it
didn't feel creepy and awkward like that
can sometimes. Most of the tables were
for two because I think Cafe Organica is
best set up to serve a couple people at a
time; they got the food out quickly but
not all at once. This staggered delivery
is actually a great sign of freshness in
that nothing was wilting under a heat

Your Fourth Corner
Connection

While we waited for the
procession of our food we noticed the
room around us. The walls are painted
a creamy eggy yellow that makes me
want to eat the garden fresh quiche.
Worn wooden floors add to the rusticbut-not-dirty atmosphere. There is a
mysterious door that doesn't appear to
go anywhere with scruffy paint like the
small cabinet above our table. The
lighting gives an airy good day feeling
even after the sun has set. The music
selection was standard college mellow,
Tracy Chapman leading into some
Annie Lenox. The local art for sale on
the walls is rotated monthly in the typical cafe fashion but whoever chooses
what art goes up has good taste and the
display is clean and simple, like the
food. Little glass trinkets dangle from
bits of driftwood on the ceiling. Boldly
colored dahlias and spider plants sit on
each of the various tables. Above the
stacks of weeklies and local publications was a collection of nutrition books
so you can read more about that stuff.
I ordered steamed rice and
vegetables, a Berry Good to Me
smoothie and a chocolate hazelnut
brownie for dessert. With a tip in the jar
I still had a few coins jingling in my
pocket. I did some hypothetical ordering and you could spend as low as $4.20
for a 9oz.carrot juice ($1.95), rice or
quinoa with sauce ($1.25) and a day old
pastry($!) or as much as $16.40 for a
Jeffs whole food smoothie($5.50),
Garden Veggie Hummus with Cheese
($5.95), and a vegan banana split
($4.95). But I really don't think you
would need to order that hypothetical
combination of the most expensive
items on the menu. So without too
much juggling of figures you can get a
good meal with drink and treat for under
ten bucks.
Like half of Bellingham, one of
my dining companions is trying out a
wheat free diet. Cafe Organica clearly
marks all wheat free and vegan items
but we caught a few traps; the garden
burger labeled wheat free is served on a
whole wheat bun. All the items are
vegetarian, but if you crave protein you
can get such items as the Bye Bye
Birdie Tempeh Salad or the Garden
Veggie Hummus or a scoop of protein
powder in a smoothie.
The food is simple and flavorful;
you get what you order. I was almost
surprised that my steamed rice and
vegetable bowl was exactly that--large
chunks of organic broccoli, carrot,
cauliflower, kale and chard on a bed of
rice. The choice of sauces, which come
on the side in a warm dish, includes
Thai Peanut, Yogurt Garlic, and Lemon
Tahini. I thought my choice, the Thai
peanut, was a little bland and thick.

Without even knowing I was critiquing
his restaurant, Dan carne over and asked
our opinion of the new sauce recipe. We
had plenty to say; by the time you read
this someone will have tinkered with it
for more kick and a more pourable
consistency. That is one of the greatest
parts of eating at a small local
restaurant;
they
take
customer
comments seriously.
The soup and quiche came
garnished with hearty little sunflower
sprouts. The side salads were generous
and colorful with shreds of carrots,
beets, and sprouts in a jumble over an
assortment of greens. The wrap also
featured the mixed greens and bl'ack
bean hummus, salsa, and cheese and
yogurt. Everyone really enjoyed their
food, it was fresh and hearty and felt
clean and kind going down. The word
people kept using to describe the food
was "good," and they said good with an
extra sincerity, connotating the wholesome ingredients and honest preparation
of the food. It was like what we would
cook at home, but we did not have to do
the dishes.
Because we carne late in their day
and Cafe Organica is a small business,
there were a few quirks. They were out
of quinoa, but unless you are a large
group of people searching for ancient
Incan grains late at night, that shouldn't
be a problem. Although most of the
food was farm fresh, a few items had
obviously been in steam trays for a
while; the rice and sauce were a little
dry. The chocolate hazelnut brownie had
a slight edge to it, not stale, or exactly
crispy, but not as moist as it probably
was at noon. The bonus was while they
were politely cleaning up around us Dan
said these magic words: This coffee~s
going to go to waste unless you all drink
a cup. And this wasn't any shwag coffee, this was organically shade grown
coffee, no doubt produced by a cooperative. Not only was it good coffee for
free, but fancy condiments were then
bestowed upon our table: Local honey,
unrefined sugar, half and half, chocolate
and
cinnamon shakers and an
adorable nutmeg grinder.
A half hour after they closed we
finally left, commenting that we would
probably go there again sometime. If
you want some quality food in a mellow
atmosphere go to Cafe Organica. Don't
be intimidated by hippie food-nutrients
that are good for you. Support a local
business where, if you think their food
sucks, they will ask you why and change
it for you.

-Libby Chenault
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Damn, it's time again. Sweet
P here to bring you some cheers
and jeers from the wide world of
wrasslin'. All you cats must totally
agree with what I say in this here
magazine, cause I ain't heard from
a damn soul telling me that I'm full
of shit. I'd be the first to tell you
that I am indeed completely full of
shit. I guess a lot has happened
since we last met, but it's really
seems like I just put the last column on paper. Anywho, let's get
going.
Hulk Hogan is still a good
guy. He'll turn bad again at some
point, either that or he'll retire
(please God, retire). His matches
are getting more and more pathetic.
Not that he was ever a good
wrestler in the first place. But I've
gone off on that before. He'll turn
heel, then turn face again, and then
retire.
I guess the biggest news in the
WCW is that Eric Bischoff, the guy
who brought the WCW back from
the dead in 1995, has been fired as
president of WCW. Bischoff was
the brainchild behind the WCW
rebirth in the mid 90's. He was
behind Monday Nitro, the nWo,
bringing Hogan and all the other
old school WWF guys to the WCW
On the same token he is also the
guy behind Master P, and all the
other musical acts that totally
bombed. Basically Bischoff had
his hands in too many things at
once, and shit got fucked up. Oh,
and Bischoff was also behind
holding Flair back and making him
look like a boob on national TV
week after week. Flair hated
Bischoff, and Bischoff hated Flair.
So now they got some cat taking
care of the business side of things,
and a "creative team" taking care

of the bookings. It looks like Flair
might end up having a heavy hand
in the bookings sometime soon.
The other big news it that
Sting has turned heel. That's right,
Sting, the classic good guy, has
turned heel for the first time in his
career. With Hogan gone babyface, Big Poppa Pump out with a
bad back, Kevin Nash and Scott
Hall both out getting divorces, the
company needed someone to be the
bad guy. From what I hear Sting
ain't happy about it. Lex Lugar is
back as well, and he and Sting are
teamed up. Should be interesting to
see how long this will last.
My man Bret "the Hitman"
Hart is back as well. He got back in
the ring a couple of weeks ago for
the first time since his brother's
death. Kinda weird, when he left he
was a total heel hot after Goldberg,
and now he's back as a babyface
aligned with Hogan and Goldberg.
Just
another
example
of
inconsistent story lines in the
WCW. I'm glad he's back, as you
all know, he's my favorite guy in
WCW. Hopefully he'll stick around
for awhile this time.
Chris Benoit dropped the US
Heavyweight belt to Sid Vicious a
couple of weeks ago. There was a
great match between Benoit and
Dean Malenko to see who would
go up against Sting for the World
Heavyweight belt. Benoit won, but
instead of Sting he went up against
Rick Steiner for the TV Title. I'm
glad to see them giving Benoit
somewhat of a push.
To be completely honest with
you, I have no idea who has the Tag
Team belts right now. Last time I
paid attention to it, the West Texas
Rednecks has them. Who gives a
shit. Those belts won't really mat-

ter again until Nash and Hall return
as the Outsiders, or the Steiner
brothers start tagging again.
Lenny Lane still has the
Cruiserweight belt; hopefully, he
will drop it soon. We'll see who
gets it from Lenny-my vote is on
Psychosis, who is actually going to
lose his mask real soon. He already
dropped his mask in Mexico, and
he's about to wrestle Kidman in a
hair vs. mask match.
All in all, the WCW is lookin'
good these days. Since Bischoff
got the axe' things have been tons
better on TV. We'll see if they can
keep it up.
The WWF got real boring
there for awhile. HHH had the belt,
but recently lost it. I'm sorry, but
that guy has no business being the
champ. He's boring, and his only
saving grace in Chyna. Couple of
weeks ago he was being a complete
dick to Vince's wife, which brought
Vince out to proceed to try and
kick HHH's ass. It turned into a
title match, and with the help of
Stone Cold, Vince won the belt.
Thing is that Vince is no longer
able to function in the day to day

operations of the WWF, because
Austin beat the Undertaker for the
title. But Austin put some sort of
clause in the contract that gave
Austin the po wer to reinstate
Vince. So this past Monday night
Vince came out and dropped the
belt and set up a six pack match for
Unforgiven this upcoming Sunday.
I have no idea who might win, but
it would be really cool if the Rock
walks away
with the belt.
I can't begin to tell you how
fucking great the Rock is. He is
THE man. He is the only reason to
watch the WWF. The new tag thing
that he has going on with Mankind
is completely great. I hope they
keep it going for awhile.
Well, can't thin k of much else
to say. Hopefull y someday you fine
folks will listen to Sweet P and discover the beauty/comedy of
wrasslin'. If not, then keep on living vicariously through me and this
here column.
Whoooooo- Sweet P

-

Man oh man. Do I ever have a
treat for all the students who have
suddenly appeared again as Autumn
commences and higher education
resumes. In the spirit of college parties and the rampant alcoholism that
so oddly pairs itself with the
aforementioned higher education, I
present to you the 1st annual "My
America, My Neuroses" Great Malt
Liquor Showdown.
This is a
progressive contest in which every
malt beverage under 40oz in size was
purchased from the fine folks at the
Girard Street Market: then, not just
tasted, but drained completely in
order of alcoholic content from the
strongest right on down the line.
Assisting me in this dangerous undertaking of American subculture was
my redheading drinking pal Johnny,
who I must say held up remarkably
well considering the blatant toxicity
of this event. I like to think of it as a
kind of punk-rock version of those
old ladies that judge jam at the fair. In
fact, next year I believe I'll try to
recruit some of those jam sucking
fogies.
I think that would be
awesome to get belligerently drunk
with geriatric folk. Just try to picture
your grandmother hoisting a frosty 22
oz. bottle of Old English to her wrinkled lips and greedily emptying half
of it in one drink. Maybe you find
that image to be disturbing, but
damnit it makes me laugh 'til my
belly aches. Anyway, let's get on
with this ghetto grudge match
between the titans of the shit-brew
world.
It's now time to profile our
contestants in this battle. Starting
off the evening, and weighing in at
22 oz. with a hefty 8.1% alcohol
content is 211 Steel Reserve, and my
high school standby, Bull Ice.
Directly on their heels come two
other big boys, again weighing in at
22 oz and both sporting 7.5 and 8.0%
alcohol content, respectively. They

are the relative newcomer
Hurricane Ice, and Old English
Ice 800. Next in line comes
the classic 22 oz of Standard
Old English who boasts an
alcohol content of 7.5%. On
the tail end of the line-up we
have Mickey's Ice at a considerably tame 5.9% followed by
the regular Mickey's, who
mysteriously fails to report its
alcohol content. (Let it be noted
that a bottle of St. Ide's Special
Brew-you know, those fruity
cheerleader corrupters-which
impressively have a 6.0% alcohol content, was nixed due to its conflicting
flavor and the fact that Johnny and I
were having trouble seeing anything
but big whooshy blurs.) Now it's
time for the judging and verdicts.
211 Steel Reserve:
Upon
popping the top Johnny and I both
noted its rather putrid odor and its
consequent viscosity after it had
reached our lips. Twenty minutes
later, after numerous passes of the bottle and groans as we drank the potent
brew down and smoked cigarettes in
an attempt to beat down our taste
buds we delightedly agreed that if
you're down to your last $1.50 and
you're fending for a buzz, 211 is the
shit (and I do mean SHIT) for you.
Bull Ice: Oh how I do not yearn
to be back in the confines of high
school. And drinking this crap
reminded me way too much of those
times, but this malt-wonder isn't too

bad. Apart from the scary bull on the
label, this stuff isn't too nasty. I
found it to be slightly more agreeable
than 211, but, despite its matching
alcohol content it didn't seem to pummel me quite as soundly as the Steel
Reserve. Johnny thought likewise
and even further, much preferred the
2 I 1. For nostalgic reasons, I give this
a good score, but other than that,it's
still pretty rank juice if you ask me.
Forward Ho!
Old English Ice 800: This stuff
has a stiff bite to it. It goes down
pretty well, but look out for the aftertaste to sink its teeth into your spine
and chomp down with vengeance.
This is definitely a malt liquor to
avoid, unless of course it's free. This
is one pissed off drink and it seems as
if it is seeking to even the score with
whoever it happens to hook up with.
I for one got blindsided by this stuff
(literally this was the point where my
vision started to garble). Not for the
timid.
Hurricane Ice: Johnny took to
handling more of this guy, and
described it as a watered down
version of 211. I had a good pull of it
and thought it much better than to be
lumped in a category with the viscous
211. I thought that it was considerably better than the Old E' Ice, but
then again I could barely read the
label so I wouldn't bank on my observation by any means.
Old English: Yes! Damn,
damn, this is the fine wine of malt

liquor. Both Johnny and I agree that
plain, standard Old English is some
pretty righteous liquid refreshment.
Who would've thought that the old
eight ball slum beer would come up
tops in this contest? For sure, I was
surprised by how smooth of a finish
this brew has. And it's still real fucking strong to boot. It's got it all as far
as malt liquors go: It packs a punch,
but a real soft punch-like a pillow
fight with a preschooler. We have an
undisputed winner folks-long live the
king!
Mickey's and Mickey's Ice: At
this point the winner was clear. Even
if the Mickey's were to taste better,
they lacked the strength to truly fuck
you up, thus it was over before the
bottle were opened. But to be fair we
drank 'em down and surmised that
they were both not quite up to par. I
still drink my fair share of Mickey's
but mostly just so I won't pass out
before 10 O'clock, or so I don't puke
when I get to shows. So if you're
watching your intake, Mickey's can
be handy, but it's not the cream of the
crop.
That does it for this 1st annual
Great Malt Liquor Showdown. I
hope you learned something. (I
myself learned that Malt Liquor
Showdowns can cause severe, twoday long, crippling hangovers.)
Until next time,
-K. Scott

process inevitably leading to bladder
ketmie (flower-of-an-hour). Now
body's interesting responses (making a mess) to
nature (alcohol consumption)!

Dear Alan,
Last night I had a
dream that you may
be able to help me
understand.
I
dreamed I was on a
swing with Elvis watching me. After two successful swings, when I went
to get on the swing a third time,
the swing was broken. My question is:
Why didn't Swing last, and how long
can I expect it to last this time?
Ok, Alan?
FreudyAnne
First, what is a bladder?
Secondly, sometimes I can drink like a
fish , others I can't drink a drop without
having to urinate. Why is it that I can
drink tons and pee once, and other
times I have to pee every sip? Please
help me, AI.
Love,
Your Pal Brian
Dear Old Pal,
Rather than answer your first
question, I would like to introduce you
to the term that describes someone who
has "a bladder or bladders". That term is
bladdery. Therefore, you will now be
referred to as "The Bladdery". To
answer your second question, I'm afraid
I must get rather technical. I hope this
makes sense to you.
When a bladdery begins to drink,
its bladder champion will sometimes
develop an inflated calyx, due to a
mysterious chemical reaction. This
buoys up the leafy portion of one's
anatomy known as the bladder kelp. II
the bladder kelp does experience this,
one's bladderworm will soon become
engorged and cause the bladdery to
quickly transform into a bladdernut
(many trips to the restroom). If this
reaction does not take place, a small
hooded seal is formed, known as the
bladdernose. That triggers deployment
of the bladderwort, leading to a condition commonly known as being bladderwracked (you have a conspicuous
bladder, but do not need to pee as
often). Just remember, whether you're
a bladdernut or you're feeling bladderwracked, you're undergoing a normal

Dear Freudy Anne
Well, I think that what you're
subconsciously thinking is: Rock and
Roll broke the Swing. And you'd be
right. In your dream, Elvis saw this
pretty Iii' thang (you) wasting her time
on nonsense (the swing) and decided to
show you something a little more interesting (the ground). So Rock got big,
people dug it, Swing went away. Now,
maybe we had a lapse in the Rock, and
people got fidgety and thought it would
be cool to Swing again, but they were
wrong. The Rock is a comin' back and
Swing will be forgotten once again.
Don't you worry. The King may be
gone, but if he's giving you dreams as
powerful as this one, you know his
pelvis thrustin' ways are not forgotten.

Dear Alan,
If everyone in Bellingham died except
for five people, who would be left?
Yours,
Runner-Up
Dear Runner-Up,
Michael J. and four disciples.
tough choice. Sorry.

HALLOWEEN
SPOOK-TACU-GANZA

Man or Asftornan?

With Bob log III
and
The Star Spangled Bastards

Education WeeK
OCTOBER

11TH-

16TH

Violence permeates American life and society. October is dedicated to
raising awareness about both the subtle and obvious, the institutional and
the personal forms of violence. The week of October 11-16th offices at
Western Washington University are coming together to raise awareness about
issues involving violence through a wide spectrum of events covering local
and international problems

RACISM?

POLITICAL PRISONERS?

On the 14th of October, Ramona Africa from the MOVE organization, based
in Philadelphia, will speak on the violence within the prison-industrial
complex. MOVE was founded on beliefs of protection all life, but the
Philadelphia police have repeatedly treated the peaceful protesters with
excessive force and brutality. Twelve MOVE members have been murdered
by the Philadelphia police in a series of sieges. Ramona Africa herself was
a political prisoner in the US jail system for 9 years, for pretesting violence.
Ramona Africa will speak at WWU in Fraser Hall 4 at 7:00pm on October 14th
and will lead a workshop on Friday the 15th in a yet to be disclosed venue.
Free and open to the public

VIOLENCE IN THE MEDIA
Jack Thompson is an advocate for a responsible American entertainment
industry. He has discussed his work on entertainment censorship, the First
Amendment, and other related issues on such TV shows as Nightline, Good
Morning America, 48 Hours, Oprah, the Today Show, 60 Minutes, ABC's World
News Tonight, and most recently Politically Incorrect. He appeared at the
annual Time Warner shareholders' meeting regarding the rapper ICE-T's song
Cop Killer. He will be speaking at the WWU PAC Mainstage at 7pm on
Saturday October 16th.

HIP HIP AGAINST VIOLENCE
On Friday the 15th, groups from the Heiroglyphics will perform a hip hop set
against violent.
Look for more educational events this week.

Nick
Vigarino
Rootjooce

ReDux

(DTJ) - DJ • (FA() - HIP HoP
(ROY) - REQUE51S

(DTJ)- DJ· (FA() - DJ
(ROY) - DANa PARTY

(DTJ) -l~r.s Noo wj DJ • (FAC) - DJ
(ROY) - DANCE PARTY
(DTJ) - DJ • (FA() - HIP HoP
(ROY) - REQUE51S

Oct;. :11s't
:IB Tavern

************
Man or .&.s'tro:rnan
Bob Log: :lEI

The Star Spa.u.g:led. Ba.sta.:rcls

It's Man or Astroman on
Halloween. It doesn't get any
better than that. Be sure to
check out Bellingham's own Star
Spangled Bastards (featuring the
almighty Sweet Pea) opening up.

Performing at WWU Friday,
October 22, 1999 at 9pm
in the Performing Arts Center
Concert Hall. Tickets will be
available through the PAC
box office (650-6146} on
October 8th.
$7 students/$9 general

Performing at WWU Friday, ·.
October 29, 1999 at 8~m in the
Viking Addition 5th Floor
Coffees hop
Tickets $5 students/$6 general

